“Never let your past experiences harm your future, your past cannot be
altered and your future doesn’t deserve the punishment” - A statement
that perfectly defines my situation. I yearn for a master’s degree in
Industrial Engineering, albeit my ordinary academic achievements. I
firmly believe pursuing masters at your revered university can make my
professional aspirations breeze.
My father was a son of a farmer and he knew the value of good
education, thus, he worked hard to provide me best of what he could.
My mother contributed for our livelihood. Coming from such
background the value for education was taught to me at a very young
age. I did several odd jobs when I was in school not just to earn money
but also to make use of time effectively between education and work.
Despite all odds I fared very well at my 10th grade academically. That
success at young age conjured in my mind turned the reason for my
nemesis at academics.
As the financial situation at home directly triggered my comfort zone
and pushed my attention towards fun elements than essential elements.
The situation at home aroused by social status in the society was to harm
further. I used to often play out in the ground with the new acquired
friends than studying or preparing for exams and that lead to my poor
performance in 12th grade and that affected my confidence. My parents
and some well-wishers introduced me to a wonderful college in the town
and encouraged me to pursue Mechanical Engineering over other
streams.
Right from first day of my college I started having preferences over the
subjects that were taught in the college. I started doing very good with
the subjects that I personally liked like CAE, drawing, CAM and Basic
electronics. I thoroughly started enjoying the subjects that were taught to
us in practical manner. In the subsequent years I also loved the subjects

that were later introduced like Kinematics of Machines, Fluid
Mechanics, Mechanical Measurements, Manufacturing process, Energy
Engineering, Mechatronics and Micro processor, CIM and Automation
lab. Highly dignified professors taught some of the aforementioned
subjects and made sure that every student in the class do understand the
concepts clearly and also love the subjects unconditionally.
One such Professor was Mr. Raghu HS, under his guidance we did
things that seemed impossible for us. He encouraged us and mentored us
in right path and he also agreed to let me assist him on his research on
Power generation from SI engine exhaust using turbine. Another
Professor who played a pivotal rile in my life was Dr. Dhananjaya
(HOD) who not just used to teach us subjects that were of his expertise,
he used to constantly motivate all his students to step out of their
comfort zone. He encouraged every student with equal enthusiasm and
never practiced partiality.
Even today after completion of my under graduation I reach out to my
HOD to seek guidance and he provides right solutions every time. After
graduating from a Tier 3 city in India with average scores I coveted
international masters and that seemed a very intimidating task, I went to
him to seek guidance pertaining to university and course selection and
he refused. He instead helped me to self discover my true passion and let
me fly my way.
With tons of research online, hours of discussion with friends, seniors
and well-wishers, I found that Masters in Industrial Engineering would
be ideal choice for my future goals. And, your revered university offers
exactly that course with very good faculty and exceptional research
work. At National University of Ireland, I believe I would be given an
opportunity to make my future better and do well for my family, society
and country at large.

